
sets the pace for progress.

Integrated 
manufacturing

Goodyear manufactures lightweight conveyor belt

using a fully-integrated process. Our innovative

approach begins with our fully-equipped laboratory

and testing facilities, located on site at our Spring

Hope, North Carolina plant and our global technical

center in Marysville, Ohio.

Goodyear’s leading edge belt making machinery is

designed completely in house, undergoing continuous

development and improvement. The heart of the

conveyor belt – the fabric – is also predominantly

woven on site.

Because Goodyear manufactures your belt from

start to finish, we can monitor progress every

step of the way. That translates into

added versatility and flexibility,

allowing us to make changes quickly

and efficiently. We’re constantly

developing new solutions to ensure

that you get the best possible product

on the market today.

Our warehouse is organized to handle

all functions, from shipping and receiving to packaging

and storage. And, we stock the industry’s top-selling products

to help distributors exceed customer requirements as well

as maximize inventory dollars. 

The world of industry doesn’t slow down for

anybody. That’s why you need conveyor belting that is

designed to keep up – the kind of belting you get from

Goodyear. Our most durable lightweight belts are strong because they

utilize the same Triple-Warp™ technology found in our underground/mining belts.

And, while many belts on the market are pre-made, Goodyear’s are not. Our

lightweight conveyor belts are custom manufactured. Everything from length,

width and color, to compound and texture is driven by your exacting requirements.

In addition, we offer a vast choice of fabrics, colors, carcass styles and profiles.

You want performance and value? Get your lightweight belts from Goodyear.

Evolving to serve every
industry on the planet.
Our extensive experience in a variety
of industries includes up-to-date
knowledge of your ever-changing
needs. At Goodyear, we make it a
priority to understand – and quickly
respond – to the realities of your
industry, whatever they may be.

Agriculture

Food Processing

Package/Baggage

Recycling 

General Purpose

Wood Products

Underground Mining

Health & Fitness

GOODYEAR LIGHTWEIGHT CONVEYOR BELT.
MADE TO ORDER. MADE TO LAST.

GOODYEAR.
TECHNOLOGY IN MOTION.


